Corsica and a Shabby Lieutenant
cathedral towers, and a dozen squares or so of clustering
dwellings, of varying heights, and gray and creamy, or
old ivory in hue. As you looked down upon it, three wide
chinks betrayed the elm- and plane-shaded avenues; and
many narrow slits between the roofs showed innumerable
little alleys, softened occasionally by the rounded green
of mulberry, olive, citron, almond, and lemon; and all
set down within a square mile of city wall—bastioned at
the angles—on the blue waters of the Gulf, with the snow
coronals of the inland peaks visible, Naples fashion, be-
yond it to the East.
The scene then was serene enough seeming, particularly
when you heard the bells of the cathedral and of the
Convent of San Francesco which lay outside the walls
among the pasturing sheep and the vineyards. But if you
left the governor's palace, built long before Genoa sold
the island to France, and traversed the poorer quarters,
past the hovels of stone and stucco, and through the tiny
alleys roughly cobbled and sloping to gutters in the cen-
ter, often channeling runnels of milk with bits of stale
cheese and offal, you would come to the better section and
see other signs. Here the houses, though they shouldered
each other quite as closely, loomed taller and had the
pleasant time-worn fa9ades and lofty shuttered windows
one sees on the He St.-Louis by the Seine or in old Tuscan
cities. And here and there were peaceful old-time gardens.
But if you looked closer, you might observe bullet-scars on
the walls or holes made by cannon and now and then a
ruin of black timbers and gray powdering mortar, over-
grown with clambering myrtle and vines.
The Abb£ Fesch, Napoleon's uncle, and half-brother to
the young lieutenant's mother, Letizia, observed for the
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